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Subject: Manuscript Formatting Changes for MS 7434117752093476

Dear members of the Production Team,

I am pleased to send you the description of the formatting changes on the MS: 7434117752093476. The modifications were done according to the suggestions you made in your last email (2008-07-17).

Formatted changes requested

The modifications suggested were treated as followed.

Major revisions

1. Abstract

   The structure of the abstract was modified into three sections: Background, Methods/Design and Discussion

2. Listing of the tables

   The reference to Table 2 (see Table 2) was introduced at the end of the first sentence in the data collection section.

3. References

   References numbers were verified and corrected to make sure the citations in the text were done using consecutive numbers.
Minor revisions

1. The underlining was taken off to be replaced with bold (see the Abstract)

2. References 15 and 47 were modified. As suggested the term et al was deleted.

3. Prior reference 54 was relocated and two other references were taken out. The number of references on the list is now 55 instead of 57.

The entire manuscript was checked and final corrections were made.
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